Characterizing compute kernel execution behavior on GPUs for efficient task scheduling is a non trivial task. We address this with a simple model enabling portable and fast predictions among different GPUs using only hardware-independent features extracted. This model is built based on random forests using 189 individual compute kernels from benchmarks such as Parboil, Rodinia, Polybench-GPU and SHOC. Evaluation of the model performance using cross-validation yields a median Mean Average Percentage Error (MAPE) of [13.45%, 44.56%] and [1.81%, 2.91%], for time respectively power prediction on five different GPUs, while latency for a single prediction varies between 0.1 and 0.2 seconds.
• An evaluation of method and model demonstrating prediction performance, prediction speed, and prediction portability: for a variety of GPU kernels from various benchmark suites, predictions for five different GPU types are evaluated (NVIDIA K20, GTX1650, Titan Xp, P100 and V100). • Method, model, measurement infrastructure and training tool are made publicly available 1 .
BACKGROUND
In the following, we will shortly review GPUs and CUDA, Random Forests as fundamental machine learning method, and related work in the context of predictive modeling.
GPU architecture and programming
The following introduction of GPUs is based on CUDA nomenclature, even though OpenCL is very similar except for different naming.
GPUs are massively parallel processors, executing multiple thousands of light-weight threads formed into a hierarchy: multiple threads are grouped into thread blocks, with the possibility of fast barrier synchronization and data exchange using shared memory structures equally fast as conventional caches. Multiple blocks form a thread grid, which is specified as part of the kernel launch configuration. Thus, a thread grid is a kernel in execution. Interactions among different thread blocks are not supported, as GPUs miss strong progress guarantees due to a lack of preemption. GPUs do not execute single threads individually, instead multiple threads (typically 32) form a thread warp which is the main unit for scheduling. As a result, all threads of a warp share a single instruction stream, and non-coherent control flow in a warp results in serialization.
The memory hierarchy of a GPU is flat and thus very different from general-purpose processors like CPUs. Threads can operate on register space as private memory, while thread blocks can make use of shared memory as cache-like memory resource. The main memory resource of a GPU is on-card GDDR-based high-throughput memory, called global memory or device memory. Unlike registers and shared memory, the lifetime of global memory exceeds the lifetime of a single kernel. Also, global memory is the main resource for interactions between host and GPU.
There also exist caches on a GPU, but as a GPU relies on latency tolerance and not latency minimization, caches can be small. In particular, unlike a CPU, a GPU does not make use of caches to reduce average (global) memory access latency, instead its main purpose is to reduce contention on lower levels of the memory hierarchy. For latency tolerance, GPUs are prime examples for the Bulk-Synchronous Parallel (BSP) execution model [39] , which requires a large amount of parallel slackness in the form of orders of magnitude more threads in execution than physical processing units present.
Still, GPUs consist of up to thousands of processing units, which are grouped into so-called Streaming Multi-Processors (SMs). A thread block can execute only on a single SM, and, as a result, there is no interaction among different SMs except for global memory. Hence, GPU architectures efficiently scale with the number of SMs, and kernels written once hopefully observe excellent performance portability on more recent GPUs.
With regard to the present work, notice in particular that common code optimization techniques for GPUs require that code is well-structured and behaving regularly with regard to coherent control flow and thread behavior. Otherwise, multiple performance penalties exist: unstructured access to shared memory might result in bank conflicts and access serialization. Similarly, unstructured access to global memory results in non-coalesced accesses to off-chip DRAM modules. Thread-individual control flow usually causes branch divergence penalties, as instructions are shared at warp level and non-coherent branching is handled by collectively execution all paths with appropriate masking of results.
Random Forests
Random forests are a machine learning method based on ensemble learning for either regression or classification tasks [8] . During training multiple decision trees are constructed. Usually the outputs of all trees are summarized into a mean prediction (regression) or a class (classification). Predictions are made by traversing the tree. On each node an input feature will compared to a threshold and the result determines the next node to be processed until a leaf with an output value is reached.
Construction of the tree is controlled by multiple parameters. In the case of the scikit-learn implementation [31] , the main parameters to adjust are the number of estimators (trees) n_estimators, and max_features as the number of features being used when splitting a node in a tree. More estimators typically lead to better result, but take more time to train and to predict. Low max_features parameters reduce variance but increase bias. Last, there are different variations of the split criterion, which measures the quality of a split.
Random forest algorithms allow to compute relative feature importances by analyzing the relative rank, which is the depth of a decision node in a tree respectively the feature used for that decision node. These importances can be used to check whether the trained model behaves as expected.
Related work
In last years, performance and power modeling of GPUs are attracting considerable interest. Several approaches have been proposed, exploring different types of models. A summary including prediction (execution time or power consumption or both), model, accuracy, portability, input source, and dataset size is given in Table 1 .
The most common approach is using machine learning methods such as random forest (RF) [3, 22, 28] , support vector machines (SVM) [3] , artificial neural networks (ANN) [24, 34, 41] , k-nearest-neighbor (kNN) [25] , and so forth.
The other common approach is using regression-based models such as statistical regression (SR) [18] , regression model (RM) [5] , regression trees (RT) [13] , linear regression (LR) [29] , and multiple linear regression (MLR) [34] . Machine learning and regression methods provide an accurate prediction, albeit, tedious effort is required on feature engineering for building the model. However, this fundamental issue can be overcome by automatic methods evaluating the feature impact on the accuracy of the model. A typical drawback of this approach is that training these models typically requires large (labeled) datasets, otherwise the the trained model generalizes poorly and is sensitive to previously unseen samples.
The other major approach is to use analytical models (AM). One example is Aspen as a domain specific language used for analytical performance modeling [35] , which basically requires to rewrite an application in this language.
Another analytical model considers the number of running threads and memory bandwidth for predicting performance [3] . There is also analytical model using the novel collaborating filtering based modeling technique to predict the performance [33] . Furthermore, there are approaches combining the aforementioned methods, leading to a hybrid model (HM) [40] . Models as throughput model (TM) [42] and empirical model (EPM) [20, 26, 32] exist as well.
Numerous metrics have been used for measuring the accuracy of models such as Mean Absolute Error (MAE) [18, 22] , Mean Prediction Accuracy (MPA) [3] , Geometric Mean of Absolute Error (GMAE) [19] , Geometric Mean of the Error (GME) [20, 26] , Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) [34] , Mean Squared Error (MSE) [3] , Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE) [28, 40] , or Symmetric Absolute Percentage Error (SMAPE) [32] . Different performance metrics are used as they serve different purposes [6] .
Besides accuracy, another important characteristic of a model is to enable portability across different GPUs or other accelerators. Several studies [3, 18, 19, 22, 25, 28, 33, 34, 41] have been conducted on this direction, while many other works focus on one single processor.
Any prediction relies on a set of input features, which describe the subject under prediction. Most often, performance counters are used as input features, with information acquired from tools including CUPTI, AMD CodeXL, nvprof, LLVM, Score-P, PAPI, nvcc, GPGPUSim, MacSim, DRAMSIM, GPUOcelot among others. However, most of the studies do not rely exclusively on those tools but also develop on their own using custom microbenchmarks, further code analysis, kernel compilation information, hardware specifications, analytical equations, program dependence graphs (DPG) and others.
As previously mentioned, a representative training dataset is important for the model's generalization capability. The size of such a dataset varies highly among the studies, ranging from one single application to up to 108 different kernels.
Note that it often remains unclear if an application consists of multiple kernels which are treated independently or not.
Our work distinguishes from the related works by using only hardware-independent input features for training a machine learning model. We collect instruction counts generated by CUDA Flux [7] as input features, and use random forest as learning model. Our result demonstrates a good portability across a variety of workloads (189 and 168 different kernels for time and power, respectively) and GPUs, including Kepler-, Pascal-, Volta-and Turing-class NVIDIA GPUs. Only quite few related work is also based on static input features [4, 20] , while the vast majority requires a comprehensive application analysis prior to prediction. Last, note that we are not aware of any other work being publicly available.
METHODOLOGY
As machine learning methods have been proved to be highly accurate for modeling and predicting performance of processors [34, 41] , we are also relying on such techniques. Figure 1 provides a summary of the workflow. The left part mainly covers the training part, based on collecting metrics as input features, execution time and power consumption as ground truth. Thus, samples are formed of a space X of input feature vectors x i , each with a label y i , all labels forming the output space Y . y i are the labels for training, respectively the target values for inference. Generally spoken, the goal is to find a model or function д : X → Y for which a scoring function f : X × Y → R yields a score that is to be maximized. Thereby, the training procedure seeks to maximize the score or fitness of a prediction, respectively most commonly minimize the error of the prediction.
Once a sufficiently accurate model д is found, for any previously unseen input x a prediction of, in this case, execution time and/or power consumption can be made. This inference is shown in the right part of Figure 1 : for any given CUDA application, its metrics have to be determined in either way, which are then used to infer execution time or power consumption.
In the following, we use a collection of 4 benchmark suites in order to provide a broad dataset for the model creation.
Based on this workload set, we create two sets of data records, one for the input feature vectors x i , and one for the outputs y i , being either corresponding execution time or power consumption. In particular, we distinguish true values y from predicted valuesŷ. To keep the model simple and easy to train, the input features are enhanced in the preprocessing step (see section 3.2).
Commonly used metrics for the scoring function include Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Mean Squared Error (MSE) and R-squared Error (R2). Execution time measurements have shown that kernels last from a few microseconds to multiple minutes. It implies that, if the short kernels have too few contributions to the scoring function f , they are inevitable to be considered as noises. Absolute value based errors, e.g. MAE and MSE, are not a good fit for our dataset, because the errors in long running kernels are weighted more than short ones. Therefore the relative error measurement should be applied instead. Again, considering the large differences in the magnitude of our data, we are in favor of choosing a L1 loss function over a L2 loss function, as it is more robust regarding outliers. Hence, we decided to use the Mean 
Portable Code Features
Our approach for execution time and power prediction makes use of portable code features which are independent from GPU platforms. In other words, the code features are reused for other GPUs once they are recorded. Therefore, creating a new prediction model for another GPU only requires to record the target values, it makes our approach lightweight and portable. Disadvantages are missing information like cache hit rate or register spilling.
Thus, features must not depend on the GPU used, leaving a choice of possible features which are mainly covered by instruction counts and the kernel launch configuration (e.g., grid and block size of a kernel), since the kernel launch configuration has significant impact on kernel execution. In addition, the size of shared memory allocation as well as the thread hierarchy are also part of the feature set.
In summary, the set of input features is composed of kernel metrics (instruction counts) and the kernel launch configuration. As all these features are portable across different GPUs, there are the following advantages:
• Features only depend on the kernel and its input.
• Features can be reused for predicting time and power of different GPUs without the additional effort of rerecording features. Only the target values have to be measured again. • For kernels with predictable control flow the features can be computed ahead of kernel execution rather than being recorded by a profiler.
Feature Acquisition and Engineering
Instruction counts can be measured on different levels of abstraction: for NVIDIA GPUs, SASS [36] and PTX instruction sets are viable candidates. Since this approach aims for portable features which do not depend on the hardware, PTX seems to be the better fit as it is also portable across different GPU architectures. Usually, nvprof would be the natural choice to profile kernels, but as it profiles on SASS level it does not provide the required portability.
Instead, we use the CUDA Flux profiler to gather features at PTX level [7] . This profiler analyses the code for PTX instruction statistics on a basic block basis [17] , and uses code instrumentation to keep track of how often threads execute a specific basic block. Notable, each thread of a given kernel launch is instrumented. Besides the instruction counts, the kernel launch configuration is recorded, including grid and block size of the kernel and shared memory usage. To keep the instrumentation lightweight, only the basic block execution frequencies and PTX instruction counts for each basic block are recorded when an instrumented application is executed. The computation of the final instruction counts is done afterwards.
The CUDA Flux profiler allows to gather instruction counts for each possible PTX instruction including specializations, thus possibly hundreds of features. These many fine-grained features may contain a lot of information on the application, but more features mean also that the average importance for each feature in the model can be quite low. A highdimensional feature space requires a large amount of training data to obtain good results. For the sake of a simple and comprehensible model the different instruction types should be formed into more general groups of instructions. Our experiments showed that out of the many possibilities of grouping strategies, simple grouping by arithmetic, special, logic, and control flow already yields a reasonable performance. The groups were inspired by the classification of PTX instructions by Patterson et al. [30] . Additionally the bit width is ignored in order to reduce the number of features. On the contrary, memory instructions are grouped differently, because we think that in this case the width of a memory access makes a significant difference.
For memory instructions the most important metric is the data volume which is read or written, as well as the memory type being used. For this reason the memory instructions are used to compute data transfer volumes for memory types including global memory, shared memory and parameter memory. Where parameters are stored depends on the implementation, but usually it is either register space or global memory. Note that register spilling cannot be accounted for as this behavior is device dependent.
In addition to the count of each instruction group, the ratio of arithmetic instructions and data transfer volume of global and local memory is computed and used as input feature.
Model Construction and Training Procedure
The model is constructed using the Extremely Randomized Trees Regression method provided by the scikit-learn library [31] . Compared to the currently pervasive interest in neural networks, the random forest methods require a smaller amount of samples and need less training time. Extremely Randomized Trees are furthermore known to decrease variance and to avoid overfitting. Training of the model includes search of optimal hyperparameters. Cross validation is commonly used to perform this task. Using simple cross-validation is in general more biased than more advanced methods as proposed by Cawley and Talbot [11] and Tibshirani [38] . For our problem, nested cross-validation as proposed by Cawley and Talbot offers better stability and was therefore chosen. Several iterations of nested cross validation ensure good generalization. In each iteration a different random initializer is used for the splits of test and training data. First the scores of each hyperparameter combination are computed on all splits. Then, the best parameter combination is used to compute scores on all splits again.
Since random forest learning algorithms only learn values in the range of the samples which the algorithm has seen, we employed our own custom split for time prediction, which always includes the five samples with the longest execution time in the training set in order to ensure sufficient coverage of the prediction interval. Furthermore, the custom split ensures that each split has about the same amount of samples of short (t<1.000us), medium (1.000<=t<100.000) and long running (t>100.000) kernels. Note that this methodology requires significantly more computational resources when using more samples for training. If training time is an issue, the Tibshirani method with only two cross-validations might be a suitable alternative.
The hyperparameter search for the Extremely Randomized Trees Regression needs to find parameters that avoid overfitting. Making the parameter space too large leads to very long execution time of the nested cross-validation. For this reason the parameter space was kept to a minimum:
Max features with either max, log2, sqrt, Split criterion: with either mse, mae, and N estimators: with either 128, 256, 512, 1024.
The main parameter for this algorithm is the number of estimators. Preliminary experiments showed that more than 1024 estimators are more likely to lead to overfitting. The maximum features method that shall be used to determine best split was also added to the hyperparameters. In addition the criterion for computing the quality of the split was used with mean squared error and mean absolute error.
GROUND TRUTH

Benchmarks
To maximize the number of samples for training and evaluation of the model, we use as many workloads as possible.
Furthermore, this gives us also a wide representation of kernels used in GPU computing. The used benchmark suites include: Rodinia 3.1 [12] , Parboil 2.5 [37] , SHOC [15] and Polybench-gpu-1.0 [16] .
Adhinarayanan et al. [2] characterized the benchmark suites SHOC, parboil and rodinia, and found that all benchmark suite have some unique benchmarks. Even though some benchmarks may be slightly over-represented, we decided to include all usable applications of the benchmark suites.
Due to limitations of the LLVM compiler framework the CUDA Flux profiler is built upon, benchmarks using texture memory cannot be considered. Table 2 lists all benchmarks which were not used in this analysis, as well as the reasons.
Moreover, as the Polybench-GPU benchmark suite has hard-coded problem sizes, we decided to modify the benchmarks to allow for larger problem sizes. A longer execution time of a kernel is especially helpful for more accurate power readings. As [22] is using four problem sizes for generating the metrics, we followed this approach and also used four different problem sizes for our measurements. Further modifications were also implemented when kernel and kernel call are not in the same compilation module, as this is not supported by the CUDA Flux profiler.
Power measurements are in particular sensitive to short-running kernels, as the sampling frequency is limited. To obtain representative power values for short kernels, we therefore inserted for-loops. However, as kernels might have data dependencies, repeated executions potentially can change execution behavior. Thus, we exclude kernels showing different output results before and after inserting for-loops. 
Data Acquisition
Statistical data for execution time and power consumption for the GPU kernels of the four benchmark suites are gathered on five different NVIDIA GPUs (see Table 3 ). Note that we limit our study to CUDA-compatible GPUs, as CUDA Flux operates on PTX which is specific to NVIDIA GPUs. Figure 2 ). Using GPUs with higher operating frequency or more processing units reduces the execution time even further. As one can see, the kernels running longer than a few seconds are under-represented. Because the range of kernel execution time is a very large interval, we decided to apply the log function before training the model. Thus, the data is more equally distributed in the mapped space, and prediction quality improves accordingly. For very short-running kernels, for instance 1 ms and less, we expect the execution time to vary substantially. This has potentially also a negative impact on the prediction accuracy. Figure 3 shows the standard deviation over execution time, and demonstrates the argument above. Furthermore, one can see that for kernels running longer than 1 ms, the deviation is reasonably low. Still, since there is a number of measurements with a high standard deviation, more measurements can be beneficial for the statistical soundness of the data.
GPU
Power Consumption.
Comprehensive power instrumentation and measurement are still a tedious task, mainly due to the lack of a complete monitoring environment for all possible power consumers within a given computing system. However, for certain components of such a system, some vendors, including NVIDIA and Intel, provide power measurement support. For instance, NVIDIA GPUs can be instrumented using nvidia-smi [1] . Still, the details about its functionality are poorly documented, in particular, how current and voltage are measured. Other alternatives usually require hardware access to the system, and are based on interposers that possibly degrade physical properties of other connections, including high-speed serial transmission.
Thus, power measurement based on vendor tools is typically accepted by the community. For the on-board power sensor of K20 GPUs, a detailed analysis has been performed and they accept an error of 5% on the order of ten power samples, while the sampling frequency of the sensor is approximately 66.7Hz as reported in Burtscher et al. [9] . In our experiments, we have been able to mainly reproduce these results, while we also observed that different GPU architectures and drivers result in different behavior regarding sampling frequency as shown in Table 3 .
For power measurement, kernels are executed in a loop lasting at least one second, while a CPU thread records power consumption. The loop is necessary as most of the kernels have an execution time that is shorter than the measurement resolution (see also Figure 2 for execution times and Table 3 for power sampling frequency). Multiple measurements are afterwards averaged for each kernel. A similar methodology can be found in [18, 29, 29] . Similarly as for time measurements, the common launch sequence was used for joining the power measurements with profiling results.
For the sake of measurement reliability, the power measurements were repeated ten times in order to obtain representative data. In Figure 4 , the coefficient of variation versus mean value is reported. This shows that the coefficient of variation of power measurements is about less than 5%, similar to results reported in [9] . 
4.2.3
Reduction of Over-Represented Kernels. Some kernels were executed in loops with slightly changed launch configuration or parameters. This leads to an over-representation of some kernels which had thousands of samples.
To address this, we decided to implement a threshold for the number of samples per combination of application, problem size and kernel during the random selection process. However, when the threshold is too large, the kernel over-representation cannot be solved, while if the threshold is too small, too few samples are constructed for the training data. In our study, we decided to use a threshold of 100 samples to be randomly selected for each combination, which is a good compromise for both arguments above.
K20 CASE STUDY
This section will review the experimental results for execution time and power prediction for the K20 GPU. The experiments on other GPUs and the results regarding portability will be covered in the following section.
To ensure good predictions the scores of multiple nested cross-validation iterations are evaluated. Furthermore, we employed the leave-one-out (LOO) technique to gather comparable predictions for each sample. LOO is a special case of K-fold cross-validation where the number of folds is equal to the number of samples. This allows to spot outliers which are not covered well by the model. Random forests offer the possibility to give each training feature a weight based on its impact on the prediction. We expect the following features to be most important: Figure 6 shows that these features are indeed among the most important features. Surprisingly the parameter memory volume seems also to be very important. This could be due to some computational complex kernels using lots of kernel arguments, which increases the parameter memory volume. LOO is used to find and visualize samples which cannot be predicted well, because they are possibly outliers. The best parameters from nested cross-validation are used to compute predictions for each sample using the LOO method.
Execution Time Prediction
This method allows to obtain predictions for each sample while excluding it from training. Figure 7 shows that most of the LOO predictions are quite close to the true value. The samples on the high end of the prediction are usually underestimated. This is because random forest algorithms cannot predict values outside the range of the training samples, and there are only very few samples with a long execution time. About 82% of the samples are within +/-10% of the true value and around 8% are between 10% and 25%. The next two groups are both about 4% of the total samples. Only about 2% of the samples have a deviation of more than 100%. This shows that the majority of samples can predicted very well, while there are still some outliers for which the predictions deviate by a large factor.
Power Prediction
In this section, we follow the same methodology as for time prediction, starting with nested cross-validation score as reported in Figure 5 : an error (MAPE according to Equation 1) of in between 1.66% and 1.94% can be observed, effectively lower than in execution time prediction, which means that the prediction can generalize even better. This improvement is possibly due to the smaller range of power measurements, which have only two orders of magnitude, while for execution time measurements the range can cover up to eight orders of magnitude. Therefore, even few but high magnitude errors could degrade the overall performance of the nested cross-validation for time prediction, while being less likely for power prediction.
Similarly, we can analyze the importance of features, as shown in Figure 6 . However, compared to execution time prediction, threads per CTA and number of CTAs are most important, possibly because they contribute most to GPU occupancy. GPU power consumption is strongly related to GPU occupancy, which is a good indicator for showing the parallelism of the kernel, the requested resources by the kernel as well as the GPU's available resources.
Last, again the LOO method is used to find possible outliers. Using this method, the true versus the predicted values and the distribution of the prediction error are plotted in the left respectively right part of Figure 8 . Most of the predictions are quite close to the true value, with 92% of the samples being within +/-5% of the true value, around 4% between 5% and 10% and 3% between 10% and 25%, while less than 1% is between 25% and 50%. 
PORTABILITY
This section discusses the portability of the concept, by evaluating prediction quality for all five GPUs. As stated in the methodology, we collect application statistics (input features) only once, while for each GPU a separate output is measured (ground truth). The results of nested cross-validation across all five GPUs are summarized in Figure 9 . We decided to use a boxplot of the individual scores of the folds rather than the mean score of each iteration. This avoids smoothing scores of folds with poor performance by averaging the score with possibly much better performing folds. The median MAPE score is ranging from 13.88% to 15.82% for the K20, Titan Xp, P100 and V100, while for the GTX1650 it is about 45%. In this regard, we observe that server-class GPUs seem to have a better predictability compared to consumer-class GPUs.
Furthermore, we observe that the Titan Xp has a much higher variability compared to the other GPUs, including the consumer-class GTX1650: while the median MAPE score of 14.71% is quite low, the third quartile of 568.39% leads to a large interquartile range (IQR), indicating a high variability and therefore poor generalization of the model.
As the results for some GPUs are very promising, but for other GPUs rather mediocre, we tried to understand the reasons in more detail. First, we analyze the distribution of errors for the different GPUs. Figure 10 shows a histogram of MAPE scores for all cross-validation iterations. K20 and V100 behave similarly good, but for GTX1650 the MAPE range is much larger. For the the TitanXp and P100 there are some folds where the error is unusually high. This suggests that the dataset may contain outliers or at least very unique samples which are hard to predict if there are no similar samples in the training set.
As the CUDA drivers can typically add about 1-50us of latency to a kernel execution time, depending on configuration and iterativeness, measurements of short kernels can become unreliable. As a result, it is harder to fit such measurements into a model. We use again the Leave-One-Out method to accurately assess the prediction performance for every single sample: Figure 11 reports the corresponding scatter plots, in which one can see that for the GTX1650 the amount of samples with short execution time y is much higher in comparison to the other GPUs. We also see evidence for the under-representation of long-running kernels, as the error increases substantially for the samples with long execution time.
The scatter plots of the TitanXp and P100 GPU show that there are some outliers. The application srad-v2 in Rodinia-3.1 is especially problematic. As Table 4 shows, the kernel execution time is varying a lot even though there is no difference regarding the features, especially for the TitanXp and the P100. We assume that caching could be one reason for large differences in execution time. This extreme case of varying kernel execution time with an almost identical set of features cannot be handled well by the model. Last, we report optimal hyperparameters as the result of cross-validation runs in Table 5 . Also, note that the corresponding average prediction latency for these hyperparameter settings is constantly low, but still varies substantially with hyperparameter configuration. This suggests that the latency could be reduced by more sophisticated hyperparameter search. Table 5 . Hyperparameters for the best model for time prediction, together with the corresponding average prediction latency.
GPU
Power Prediction
The results of the nested cross-validation are summarized in Figure 9 . The median of MAPE for the K20 GPU is below 2%, and for the other GPUs in a comparable range. This shows a constantly good prediction, even though the peak power consumption of the GPUs varies substantially (Table 3) .
Kernel power consumption was measured in the order of milli-Watts. Performing leave-one-out, we are able to plot the model predictions and actual power values as shown in Figure 12 . Thus, we could observe and identify the extreme outliers. It turns out that those few outliers are different kernel samples having identical kernel features, however, exhibiting different power consumption. Therefore, for those cases the model has limited knowledge to predict both kernels precisely. This can be attributed to limited features or potential statistical variance. The application srad-v2 from Rodinia-3.1 is also problematic for power predictions, representing the most extreme outliers. Note that different GPUs use different hyperparameters for the best models of power and execution time prediction.
Notably, both execution time and power prediction latency depend on the number of estimators (number of trees).
Therefore, the more trees are involved in the model, the more computational time is needed for making a prediction although the prediction latency is still short in the order of hundred milliseconds ( Table 6 . Hyperparameters for the best model for power prediction, together with the corresponding average prediction latency.
DISCUSSION AND LIMITATIONS
The cross-validation shows that our models generalize well for predicting time and power. The time prediction has median MAPE results ranging from 13.88% to 15.82% for professional GPUs. The time for consumer-class GPUs GTX 1650 and Titan Xp could not be predicted as well. Possible reasons are much higher processor and memory clocks, leading to even shorter kernel execution times, such that the measurement accuracy is poor. We also suspect that some effects like caching between kernel launches are not well covered by the current feature selection, while the impact of these effects is hardware-dependent. The cross-validation for power prediction yields a median MAPE varying from 1.8% to 2.9% for all used GPUs.
In spite of relying only on static input features, our results still show a good prediction accuracy for five tested GPUs, both regarding time and power predictions. Similar applies for portability, where experiments showed that a model trained specifically for a given GPU can accurately predict time and power for an application's static set of input features. Furthermore, an extensive use of cross-validation shows that the models generalize well, in spite of a rather limited dataset size. Last, predictions can be made fast, as experiments show that the prediction latency is typically in the range of 0.1-0.2 seconds. Thus, in particular the use for scheduling decisions, even across a variety of hetereogeneous devices, seems feasible.
Still, we observed a couple of limitations which we will summarize in the following:
Training data: certainly a larger training data set would be helpful to improve the prediction accuracy. Furthermore, the database of samples used to build the model mainly includes short running kernels. As measurements for kernels with short execution time are less accurate, this also limits the accuracy for the predictions. With less data on long running kernel it is also harder to predict this class of samples. Also, 14.0% (GTX1650) to 55.9% (V100) of all kernel launch configurations do not utilize all available streaming multiprocessors (register usage ignored), indicating that more samples with high degree of parallel work would be helpful. Last, more research on the impact of the CUDA driver on execution time is necessary, in particular for short-running kernels. Regarding power prediction, short and data-dependent kernels show unexpected behavior when for-loops are inserted for obtaining adequate power measurements, leading us to exclude them from our analysis. A possible solution to the issues with the training data set may be synthetic workloads with configurable execution time and degree of parallelism, e.g. similar to the one used in [14] .
Model features: to address the increasing interest in reduced-precision arithmetics, for instance 16bit floating point or 8bit integer, weighting the computational instructions by bit width is possible. In general, introducing features to reflect the degree of optimization would be helpful, respectively, indicting performance bugs like bank conflicts, branch divergence, or memory coalescing issues. As pointed out previously, some kernels show a strong variation in between consecutive kernel launches. More research is required to understand this situation and how this can be covered by features.
Model training: In general, a larger hyperparameter space as well as regularization of hyperparameters could futher improve prediction accuracy. Futhermore, trade-offs in between prediction latency and model complexity are possible.
SUMMARY
We hypothesized that GPU kernels are usually well-structured, sufficiently optimized for locality and latency-tolerant, therefore a prediction of execution time and power consumption based solely on hardware-independent features, which describe code and kernel launch configuration, is feasible. We validate our hypothesis by training models for five GPUs, and evaluate their accuracy by comparing to monitored real execution of at least 184 unique kernels, using different problem sizes (thus, kernel launch configurations) when possible, as ground truth. The cross-validation shows that our models generalize well when predicting time and power. Median MAPE results for time prediction are 13.45%, 44.56%, 15.59%, 13.27%, 11.61%, while for power prediction 1.81%, 2.45%, 2.17%, 2.91%, 2.48%, for a K20, GTX1650, Titan Xp, P100
and V100 GPU, respectively.
We observed that the dataset, based on a representative set of benchmark suites, tends to rather short-running kernels, resulting in a rather poor representation of long running kernels. Results suggest that for GPUs with high processor frequency and memory clock, like the consumer-grade GTX1650, this lack of representation amplifies, which is reflected by an increase of median MAPE error. In contrary, the median MAPE error for power is similar for all the GPUs.
In summary, we conclude that our hypothesis is supported, as GPU kernel execution time and power consumption can be accurately predicted by using solely hardware-independent features. As a result, we are proposing a portable, fast, accurate model to predict time and power consumption, which is publicly available 2 and can be easily retrained for other GPU architectures. Note that portability is currently limited to CUDA, which, however, is a practical and not principal limitation.
Future work can include further feature engineering and more sophisticated features describing the degree of optimization in order to improve prediction accuracy. More effort on hyperparameter search and optimization could improve prediction latency and enhance the generalization of the models.
